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Are you an MSME? Are you still looking out for finance of machinery but not getting an attractive rate of interest? Good news, your...
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Samsung Can Start TV Mfg If Govt Scraps Custom Duty On...

Samsung stopped TV production at its Chennai plant in October 2018 after a 5 per cent customs duty was levied on open cell...
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Constant miniaturisation in electronics manufacturing has led to ever-increasing PCB density and complexity. As the manufacturing process becomes progressively more complicated, the probability of...
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While manufacturing has not been India’s strongest suit in the past, things seem to have changed for the good in the last few years....
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“The Future Of Component Distribution Business Is Going To Be Online Sales”: LWI Electronics
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“After Identifying Unique Customers We Support Them In Developing A Complete Saleable Product”: 3B...
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Napino Partners With US Firm To Make EV Battery Packs In...

Baishakhi Dutta - July 23, 2019
Gurgaon-based Napino Auto & Electronics Ltd has signed an agreement with the US-based Farasis Energy Inc. to manufacture lithium-ion battery packs for 2W and...
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